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Surds And Other Roots
The 16th-Century intellectual Robert Recorde is
chiefly remembered for introducing the equals sign
into algebra, yet the greater significance and broader
scope of his work is often overlooked. This book
presents an authoritative and in-depth analysis of the
man, his achievements and his historical importance.
This scholarly yet accessible work examines the
latest evidence on all aspects of Recorde’s life,
throwing new light on a character deserving of
greater recognition. Topics and features: presents a
concise chronology of Recorde’s life; examines his
published works; describes Recorde’s professional
activities in the minting of money and the mining of
silver, as well as his dispute with William Herbert,
Earl of Pembroke; investigates Recorde’s work as a
physician, his linguistic and antiquarian interests,
and his religious beliefs; discusses the influence of
Recorde’s publisher, Reyner Wolfe, in his life;
reviews his legacy to 17th-Century science, and to
modern computer science and mathematics.
This book contains 70 ready-to-use mathematics lessons
suitable for students aged 14-16. Some lessons offer
alternative routes through the curriculum, such as
practising indices by solving radical equations, while
others concentrate on difficult ideas, like appreciating
that not all mathematical relationships are linear. Each
plan consists of a teacher's sheet, providing: • the aims
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and objectives of the lesson • a lesson starter, main
phase, plenary and homework ideas, each with
suggested timeframes • guidance on how to adapt the
activities to cater for students working at different levels;
and • online resources, including links to useful
websites, material to display on the whiteboard and
additional ideas. Each plan also includes a
photocopiable or downloadable student task sheet that
corresponds to the teacher's sheet. The lessons focus
on problem solving and putting mathematics into context,
and are an essential resource for any busy teacher of
mathematics.
Peacock's mathematical work, although not extensive, is
significant in the evolution of a concept of abstract algebra. In
the textbook, A Treatise on Algebra, he attempted to put the
theory of negative and complex numbers on a firm logical
basis by dividing the field of algebra into arithmetical algebra
and symbolic algebra. In the former the symbols represented
positive integers; in the latter the domain of the symbols was
extended by his principle of the permanence of equivalent
forms. This principle asserts that rules in arithmetical algebra,
which hold only when the values of the variables are
restricted, remain valid when the restriction is removed.
Although it was a step toward abstraction, Peacock's view
was limited because he insisted that if the variables were
properly chosen, any formula in symbolic algebra would yield
a true formula in arithmetical algebra. Thus a
noncommunicative algebra would not be possible.
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